
It Never Hurts To Be Ahead

As Kerstin knows all too well, cash flow for small companies 
like hers is always a concern.  As the one responsible for 
ensuring bills are paid, payroll is met and the doors stay open, 
Kerstin relies on Taulia for timely payments, remarking that it 
“never hurts to be a little bit ahead.”

When Kerstin first started Intergraphics, all processes were 
completely paper-driven and manual. From printing invoices 
and stuffing envelopes to dropping them in the mail and 
enduring the excruciating wait for payment to be delivered.  
Given the lag between invoicing and payment, Kerstin 
wasted endless hours on the phone, calling to determine the 
status of her invoices - instead of spending time on what 
really counted towards the bottom line - selling and providing 
her services.
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FINDING A BETTER WAY
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In 1991, Kerstin Connelly’s employer, a multilingual publishing 
company based in San Francisco, was acquired by another 
organization.  In the aftermath, Kerstin recalls that her 
employer became a “ghost town,” so she decided to strike 
out on her own. She got an advance on a large project from 
a client, and that was the foundation for her multilingual 
graphic services company, Intergraphics. Today, Kerstin 
coordinates desktop and website publishing projects with a 
team of international expert translators and graphic 
designers. Recently, she’s diversified her business, and now 
Intergraphics handles interpretation for multilingual focus 
groups, teleconferences, and events.  

Kerstin works out of her home and handles projects for an 
array of large and small clients, including manufacturers, ad 
agencies, hospitals, public utilities, transportation entities, 
banks, and hospitals. As a small business owner, Kerstin 
handles every aspect of running a business, including 
ensuring the company maintains its financial health. This has 
been made much easier with the adoption of Taulia.“When I first started my 

business, I had an 

answering machine, 

typewriter, fax machine 

and a very slow computer. 

Everything was completely 

paper-driven. It was very 

old school and inefficient, 

it really was. It’s amazing 

how far we’ve come.”

- Kerstin Connelly
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TAULIA SPEAKS THE INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE OF CASH FLOW

Over the years, Kerstin began introducing and relying 
on technology to make her business more cost 
effective and efficient. One innovative upgrade that 
has been pivotal in her success was the adoption of 
Taulia’s supplier portal.

A few of Kerstin’s clients began using Taulia and invited 
her to join the portal.  At first, she was skeptical: clients 
who were using other portals were still taking up to 
30-60 days to approve her invoices, leaving her with the 
same cash flow challenges of clients not using a portal 
solution.  But as she discovered during Taulia’s simple 
onboarding process, Taulia streamlines the entire 
invoice and payment process so her invoices are 
approved and paid much more quickly than before 
and she has visibility into the entire process.

Taulia has given Kerstin more control over her money, 
thanks to dynamic discounting.  Once her invoices are 
approved in the system, she receives a notification that 
allows her to opt to be paid early in exchange for a 
discount. Even better, with Taulia, Kerstin can submit 
incremental invoices for each stage of work and 
request early payment on just these specific invoices, 
allowing her to pay her suppliers as soon as they finish 
each project.

For Kerstin, managing her small business requires 
“juggling life as well as juggling the business.  Keeping 
things as simple as I can within my business is helpful for 
freeing me up to have time spend with family.” And 
Taulia helps her do just that.

Taulia’s online self-service 

platform allows suppliers to 

check the status of their 

invoices at any time, 

eliminating the need to 

follow up on invoices and 

saving valuable time and 

resources. And, with Taulia’s 

Dynamic Discounting, 

suppliers like Intergraphics 

can get ahead by 

accelerating payments on 

their approved invoices, 

improving their all-important 

cash flow.

Interested in learning more? Contact us today:

201 Mission Street | San Francisco | Ca | 94105
+1 415 376 8280 | info@taulia.com | www.taulia.com

www.taulia.com/supplierslovetaulia


